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Abstract : At the time of large帽scaleearthqu晶kegenerating， many fires are predicted to 
generate si.multaneously on a scale of exceeding fire司fightingpower far. Many fires which 
cannot extinguish the fire wiH break out目 Therefore，H is required to carry out the simulation 
of the fire spread form， tocarry out damage prediction， and to take the measures according to 
damage immediately after earthquake generating. In this study， the micro model fire spread 
simulation m巴thodfor every house has been developed. In order to verify the validity of this 
simulation method， reappearance of the fire of the Mikura-Sugawara， Nagata-ku， Kobe-shi 
area in the Hyogoken-N anbu earthquake of 1995 was tried. Moreover， the fire generated in 
the past in N agoya-shi was investigated. Itヲ theinfluence of building collapse by earthquake 
damage， fire-extinguishing activities， and jumping fire were taken in for the simulation. 
Establishment of the more accurate fire spread simulation method was aimed at. The process 
of a simulation in this study is described. It is the beginning first， th己 simulationregion is 
elected. A position， building form， building structure， and the number of stories are file-ized 
about the building in the region. Calorific function， distance between buildings， wind velocity， 
direction of the wind are given to the file-ized date， and a simulation is performed. The resuH， 
the simulation of the form near the actual spread of a fire was able to be carried out. The 
obtained fir巴spreadspeed became actually near as comp品redwith the conventional formula. 
The fire spread situation of an earthquake fire and the fire-fighting effect were predicted in 




























































































































Kd = 1園 6(a+d)(1+0冒 10 + O.007 02) 
3+JLa+8d 
8 1.15(5+す)
Ks = 1. 6 (a+d)(1 +0.10+0.005υ2) 338d +一ー -21+-----
8 1.15(5+苛)
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延焼速度観測値 44.0 m/h 
浜図式による計算値 65.8 m/h 
東京消防庁式による計算値 26.1 m/h 
糸井川式による計算値 73.3 m/h 
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